CDI Global Italy Advises Axioma on Acquisition by Zucchetti

For Immediate Release
Chicago, IL USA, Milan, Italy (June 9, 2021) – CDI Group Italy is pleased to announce they have successfully
guided Axioma in their acquisition by Zucchetti.
Axioma is a Monza-based company that has been developing ERP and management solutions for companies in
manufacturing, service, and banking sectors for over 40 years, using innovative technologies and IT tools.
Zucchetti is the Italian leader for the supply of software, hardware and services. Zucchetti continues to invest to
expand their offerings, both through internal research and development, and through targeted acquisitions that
can bring solutions and skills capable of satisfying the needs of vertical markets and integrating synergistically
with the application platform created by the first Italian software company.
Zucchetti acquired a majority stake of Axioma, including call options, to reach a participation equal to the entire
company capital. The transaction perimeter included the Axioma participation in a primary Swiss ERP company
named CCE. CDI Global Italy acted as exclusive financial advisor of Axioma supporting the Axioma shareholders
in the entire selling process which included a wide group of primary interested investors through which Zucchetti
was selected for their extremely appealing proposition.
Domenico Sibilio, equity partner and board member of CDI Global Italy, with over 20 years of experience in the
middle-market M &A, stated, “The entry of Axioma into the Zucchetti group brings solid strategic benefits to both
companies allowing Zucchetti to boost both horizontal and vertical expansion while leveraging the presence of
Axioma in the banking industry and the high expertise of the Axioma technicians. It was an honor to assist Axioma
and to deal with the Italian ERP systems leader with over 1B in sales.”
CDI Global offers financial advisory services focusing on middle-market cross-border transactions. The firm
specializes in international company search for mergers and acquisitions, divestitures and joint ventures, buy-side
and sell-side representation, and due diligence advisory services. They have over 1,600 transactions completed
in the past 35+ years covering more than 25 industries. CDI Global was founded in 1973 and is based in Chicago,
Illinois with 35 additional offices in Asia, Europe, North America, Oceania, and South America. They are known
for the quality of their international personnel, industry focus, trademark interview process, and in-depth business
development expertise. For more information, visit https://www.cdiglobal.com.
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